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Preface

A series of open workshops devoted to modern cryptology began in Santa Barbara, California in 1981 and was followed in 1982 by a European counterpart in Burg Feurstein, Germany. The series has been maintained with summer meetings in Santa Barbara and spring meetings somewhere in Europe. At the 1983 meeting in Santa Barbara the International Association for Cryptologic Research was launched and it now sponsors all the meetings of the series.

Following the tradition of the series, papers were invited in the form of extended abstracts and were reviewed by the programme committee, which selected those to be presented. After the meeting, full papers were produced, in some cases with improvements and corrections. These papers form the main part of the present volume. They are placed in the same order that they took at the meeting and under the same headings, for ease of reference by those who attended. The classification under these headings was a little arbitrary, needing to fit the timing of the day's activities, but it makes a workable method of arrangement.

Also following tradition, a "rump session" was held during one evening, under the effective chairmanship of John Gordon. These were short presentations and those present found them to have some real interest, therefore we have taken the unusual step of including short papers contributed by the rump session speakers at the end of this volume, with a necessarily simplified review process.

There was no attempt by the programme committee to guide the programme towards particular themes, though the interests of the committee members may have influenced the shape of the meeting. In our admittedly rough classification the biggest group was about sequences, the term interpreted rather widely. The next biggest group concerned cryptanalysis, which was welcomed because cryptanalysis is the criterion by which algorithms and protocols in cryptography must be judged.

Zero-knowledge interactive protocols figured less this year than at earlier meetings - a consequence of the submissions we received, not of policy.

Smaller groups of papers dealt with S-box criteria, signatures and new ideas in public key cryptography. Then there were many papers placed into sessions labelled "theory" and "applications".

My task as programme chair was made easier by the high quality of papers we received, though we regretted having to reject some of the papers because of time limitations. I would like to thank the programme committee for its hard work of reviewing papers and the organizing committee for ensuring that everything ran smoothly, including the social events. Then, of course, the authors deserve many thanks for favouring Eurocrypt '91 with the publication of their excellent work and for preparing their final papers with (in most cases) admirable despatch.

London, August 1991

Donald W. Davies
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